Without language, usually some people feel hard to communicate with others. So, mastering language is very important for everyone. Actually mastering language is very easy to get, firstly the learner should grow up his motivation that he has but to do that is very difficult. Learner should be aware of themselves. This research is hoped to be beneficial as: 1. Input about motivation to develop English for English learners. 2. Input for readers to develop external motivation. 3. Input for English teachers to develop motivation to study English well. 4. Input for the readers to know the functions of external motivation. The writer comes to his conclusions 1. External motivation of students at MAN Model Bangkalan is very good because students are given external motivation by their teachers every meeting, their teachers given external motivation to develop students' English capability. The teachers sometimes give external motivation in first or last section of every meeting. It is good to develop Students' English speaking skill. Readers can look at effect of that good way in result of this research that external motivation can help's teachers to develop English speaking skill of students. 2. English speaking skill of students at Man Model Bangkalan is so good because the teachers used English language in the class and students have been speaking English in the class. It also helps students to master of English because students must study English so they will be familiar with English language. Some of students in MAN Model Bangkalan have good speaking skill; it can be seen from their score of English speaking.
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